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Abstract
We study the extension of canonical correlation from pairs of random vectors to the case
where a data sample consists of pairs of square integrable stochastic processes. Basic questions
concerning the deﬁnition and existence of functional canonical correlation are addressed and
sufﬁcient criteria for the existence of functional canonical correlation are presented. Various
properties of functional canonical analysis are discussed. We consider a canonical
decomposition, in which the original processes are approximated by means of their canonical
components.
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1. Introduction
Increasingly, data are collected in the form of random functions or curves. Such
curve data may be generated by densely spaced repeated measurements, for example
in longitudinal studies, or by automatic recordings of a quantity over time. This type
of data is becoming more prevalent throughout the sciences and in ﬁnancial markets,
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as automated on-line data collection facilities are becoming more ubiquitous.
Functional data analysis (FDA) is concerned with data for which the ith observation
consists of one or several inﬁnite-dimensional objects such as curves or surfaces (see
the book by Ramsay and Silverman [12] for an excellent overview). Typically, these
objects are considered to be random elements of some functional space. Many
research questions and statistical modeling issues are indeed best described in
functional terms. This motivates the extension of classical concepts of multivariate
data analysis (MDA), such as principal components analysis, canonical correlation
analysis, and linear modeling, to the inﬁnite-dimensional functional domain.
In this paper, we consider the situation where a data sample consists of pairs of
observed functions. The study of the dependence between the two functions recorded
for a sample of subjects is then often of interest. We thus aim at extending methods
for analyzing the linear correlation between paired observations from the
multivariate to the inﬁnite-dimensional case.
Several approaches have been developed previously for extending multivariate
canonical correlation [9] to the functional case. In early work on this problem,
Hannan [6] and Brillinger [2] described canonical analysis for multivariate stationary
time series. By invoking stationarity, the problem in this setting may be reduced to
classical multivariate canonical analysis. A theoretical approach, based on angles
between subspaces of functions was developed by Dauxois and Nkiet [4]. A sample
version of smoothed functional canonical correlation was deﬁned by Leurgans et al.
[10], who demonstrated the need for regularization in functional canonical
correlation analysis. They implemented regularization via modiﬁed smoothing
splines and demonstrated their technique with an application to the study of human
gait movement data; compare also [11]. For the related question of extending
principal components from multivariate to functional data, we refer to Rice and
Silverman [13]. A different and promising approach aiming at covariance rather than
correlation for pairs of random curves was proposed in [14]. Regularization for
canonical correlation amounts to restricting the dimension of the problem and can
be achieved via a judicious choice of the roughness penalty for smoothing splines as
in [10], or by alternative approaches that allow to avoid the inversion problem as in
[14]. A third approach that will be discussed below is to approximate processes by
ﬁnite expansions, for example in terms of eigenfunctions, and to apply canonical
correlation analysis to the resulting ﬁnite-dimensional principal components.
In this paper, we address two issues: First, the problem to deﬁne functional
canonical correlation in inﬁnite-dimensional space and to identify conditions under
which it is well deﬁned. Second, the representation of pairs of square integrable
processes in terms of canonical basis functions.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide basic notation and
introduce functional canonical correlation based on a classical deﬁnition. An
alternative deﬁnition is the theorem of Section 3. The main results on existence can
be found in Section 4, and a functional canonical representation is established in
Section 5, including a discussion of special cases and examples. Proofs and auxiliary
results are collected in Section 6, and some pertinent facts from functional analysis in
an appendix.
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2. Canonical correlation for random vectors and random functions
Suppose we observe a sample of bivariate processes ðX ; Y Þ; where XAL2ðT1Þ and
YAL2ðT2Þ are jointly distributed L2-processes (see [1]),Z
EjjZjj2 ¼ E½/ZZS ¼ E
Z
T
ðZðsÞÞ2 dsoN; for Z ¼ X or Z ¼ Y :
Here, T1 and T2 are index sets (intervals or countable sets), and L2ðT1Þ; L2ðT2Þ are
two Hilbert spaces of square integrable functions on T1 and T2 with respect to
measures m1 and m2; (usually Lebesgue measure or counting measure), with scalar
products /u; vS ¼ R uðsÞvðsÞ dmiðsÞ; for i ¼ 1; 2: Canonical correlation as deﬁned for
ﬁnite-dimensional vectors, XARk1 ; YARk2 ; and formally for stochastic processes
XAL2ðT1Þ; YAL2ðT2Þ is characterized as follows: Let Hi ¼ Rki in the vector case,
Hi ¼ L2ðTiÞ in the functional case. Then the ﬁrst canonical correlation r1 and
associated weight functions or vectors u1 and v1 are deﬁned as
r1 ¼ sup
uAH1;vAH2
Covð/u; XS;/v; YSÞ ¼ Covð/u1; XS;/v1; YSÞ; ð1Þ
where u and v are subject to
Varð/u; XSÞ ¼ 1; Varð/v; YSÞ ¼ 1: ð2Þ
The kth canonical correlation and weight functions rk; uk; vk for ðX ; YÞ; for k41;
are deﬁned as
rk ¼ sup
uAH1;vAH2
Covð/u; XS;/v; YSÞ ¼ Covð/uk; XS;/vk; YSÞ; ð3Þ
where u and v are subject to (2), and the kth pair of canonical variables
ðUk; VkÞ is uncorrelated with the ðk  1Þ pairs fðUi; ViÞ; i ¼ 1;y; k  1g;
ð4Þ
where Uk ¼ /uk; XS and Vk ¼ /vk; YS: We shall call ðrk; uk; vk; Uk; VkÞ the kth
canonical components.
For any X and Y ; we hold that X and Y are uncorrelated if all their canonical
correlations are zero. This is equivalent to saying that: CorrðX ; YÞ ¼ 0 if and only if
r1 ¼ 0; since r1Xr2X?X0:
Regarding the cases where X ; Y are stochastic processes, we ﬁrst consider the
special case where processes X and Y can be represented by a ﬁnite number of
orthonormal basis functions. For such ﬁnite-dimensional processes, functional
canonical analysis is equivalent to the usual multivariate canonical analysis for the
random coefﬁcient vectors. To see this, let
X ðtÞ ¼ mX ðtÞ þ
Xk1
i¼1
xiyiðtÞ; tAT1; YðtÞ ¼ mY ðtÞ þ
Xk2
i¼1
zijiðtÞ; tAT2;
where fyig and fjig are the ﬁrst k1; respectively k2; elements of orthonormal bases of
L2ðT1Þ and L2ðT2Þ; respectively, and fxig and fzig are random variables with zero
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means and ﬁnite variances. We adopt the notation
hðtÞ ¼ ðy1ðtÞ;y; yk1ðtÞÞT ; uðtÞ ¼ ðj1ðtÞ;y;jk2ðtÞÞT ; 1ok1; k2oN;
n ¼ ðx1;y; xk1ÞT ; f ¼ ðz1;y; zk2ÞT
with
E½n ¼ 0; Var½n ¼ R11; E½f ¼ 0; Var½f ¼ R22; Cov½n; f ¼ E½nfT  ¼ R12:
Without loss of generality, we assume mX ðtÞ ¼ 0; mY ðtÞ ¼ 0: Then processes X and Y
can be written in vector form as
X ðtÞ ¼ nThðtÞ; YðtÞ ¼ fTuðtÞ: ð5Þ
As demonstrated in the following theorem, canonical correlations for X and Y in
this case are the same as the canonical correlations for the random vectors n and f:
Theorem 2.1. The ith canonical component of ðn; fÞ; defined by ðsi; ui; viÞ; is related to
the ith canonical component of ðXðtÞ; YðtÞÞ; ðri; uiðtÞ; viðtÞÞ; through
uiðtÞ ¼ uTi hðtÞ; viðtÞ ¼ vTi uðtÞ; ri ¼ si:
Canonical correlation analysis for ﬁnite-dimensional processes is therefore
equivalent of multivariate canonical correlation. In this simple situation, functional
canonical correlation analysis is then well deﬁned. Difﬁculties arise however in the
more realistic situation where processes X and Y are genuinely inﬁnite dimensional,
for the following reasons: Firstly, the deﬁnition in this case requires that there are
countably many canonical correlations. This means that the cross-correlation
operator R deﬁned in (10) below must be compact. Secondly, the operator R involves
inverse operators. Inversion of functional operators in functional space is delicate as
a compact operator is not invertible in inﬁnite-dimensional spaces. Thirdly, the
canonical weight functions, ui and vi; may not be square integrable. We address these
issues, which are genuine difﬁculties in Section 4. An alternative characterization of
canonical correlation for the inﬁnite-dimensional case that is well known for the
multivariate case and is useful for our investigation is studied in the next section.
3. Alternative characterization of canonical correlation
Consider the case of random vectors, i.e., H1 ¼ Rk1 ; H2 ¼ Rk2 ; and rXX ¼
CovðXÞ ¼ EðX  EXÞðX  EX ÞT ; rYY ¼ CovðYÞ and rXY ¼ CovðX ; Y Þ ¼ EðX 
EX ÞðY  EYÞT : The ðk1  k1Þ respectively ðk2  k2Þ covariance matrices rXX ; rYY
are symmetric and nonnegative deﬁnite. It is then well known that
rk ¼ sup
uAH1;/u;rXX uS¼1; vAH2;/v;rYY vS¼1
/u; rYXS ¼ /uk; rYX vkS; ð6Þ
where for Uk ¼ /uk; XS; Vk ¼ /vk; YS; the pairs ðUk; VkÞ are uncorrelated with
ðUi; ViÞ for i ¼ 1;y; k  1; kpminðk1; k2Þ; and uk; vk are the kth weight functions.
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Extending this characterization of canonical correlation to the functional case,
where H1 ¼ L2ðT1Þ; H2 ¼ L2ðT2Þ; we deﬁne the covariance functions
rXX ðs; tÞ ¼ Cov½X ðsÞ; X ðtÞ; s; tAT1;
rYY ðs; tÞ ¼ Cov½Y ðsÞ; Y ðtÞ; s; tAT2;
rXY ðs; tÞ ¼ Cov½X ðsÞ; Y ðtÞ; sAT1; tAT2;
and the covariance operator RXX : L2ðT1Þ-L2ðT1Þ;
RXX uðsÞ ¼
Z
T1
rXX ðs; tÞuðtÞ dt; uAL2ðT1Þ; ð7Þ
and analogously operators RYY : L2ðT2Þ-L2ðT2Þ; and RXY : L2ðT2Þ-L2ðT1Þ:
Operators RXX and RYY are compact, self-adjoint, and nonnegative deﬁnite, and
RXY is compact.
Since
Covð/u; XS;/v; YSÞ ¼Ef½/u; XS Eð/u; XSÞ½/v; YS Eð/v; YSÞg
¼Ef½/u; X  EðXÞS½/v; Y  EðY ÞSg
¼/u; RXY vS
and
Varð/u; XSÞ ¼ /u; RXX uS; Varð/v; YSÞ ¼ /v; RYY vS;
a characterization of the kth canonical correlation and weight functions analogous
to (6) is given by
rk ¼ sup
uAL2ðT1Þ;/u;RXX uS¼1; vAL2ðT2Þ;/v;RYY vS¼1
/u; RYX vS ¼ /uk; RYX vkS; ð8Þ
where, in addition, for k41;
ðUk; VkÞ is uncorrelated with ðUi; ViÞ for i ¼ 1;y; k  1: ð9Þ
The canonical components are solely determined by the covariance functions of
processes X and Y ; and are not affected by their means. We therefore assume
throughout the rest of the paper that the means vanish,
E½X ðtÞ ¼ 0; tAT1; E½YðsÞ ¼ 0; sAT2:
4. Existence of functional canonical correlations and functional canonical weight
functions
Intuitively, maximizing the r.h.s. of (8), given constraints (9), is equivalent to an
eigenanalysis of the cross-correlation operator R of X and Y ;
R ¼ R1=2XX RXY R1=2YY : ð10Þ
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That this in fact holds under certain assumptions on the processes is one of the
basic results below (Theorem 4.8). Compactness of the cross-correlation operator R
is therefore a natural condition in order to guarantee that functional canonical
correlations exist and are interpretable. The basic problem is that, unlike the usual
situation in the ﬁnite-dimensional case, the square roots of covariance operators of
L2-processes are not invertible. In inﬁnite-dimensional spaces canonical correlation
corresponds to an inverse problem.
Our approach is to consider a subset of L2; on which the inverse of a compact
operator can be deﬁned. Following Conway [3], the range of R
1=2
XX ; given by
FXX ¼ fR1=2XX h : hAL2ðT1Þg; ð11Þ
is characterized by
FXX ¼ fAL2ðT1Þ :
XN
i¼1
l1Xi j/f ; yiSj2oN; f>kerðRXX Þ
( )
;
where flXi; yig are the non-zero eigenvalues and eigenvectors of RXX ; and
kerðRXX Þ ¼ fhAL2ðTÞ : RXX h ¼ 0g: Deﬁning
F1XX ¼ hAL2ðT1Þ : h ¼
XN
i¼1
l1=2Xi /f ; yiSyi; fAFXX
( )
; ð12Þ
we ﬁnd that R
1=2
XX is a one-to-one mapping from the vector space F
1
XXCL2ðT1Þ onto
the vector space FXX : Thus restricting the domain of the operator R
1=2
XX to the subset
F1XX ; we can deﬁne its inverse for fAFXX as
R
1=2
XX f ¼
XN
i¼1
l1=2Xi /f ; yiSyi:
Then R
1=2
XX satisﬁes the usual properties of an inverse in the sense that
R
1=2
XX R
1=2
XX f ¼ f ; for all fAFXX ; and R1=2XX R1=2XX h ¼ h; for all hAF1XX :
Similarly, we deﬁne subspaces FYY ; F
1
YYCL2ðT2Þ for R1=2YY ; and deﬁne its inverse as
R
1=2
YY f ¼
XN
i¼1
l1=2Yi /f ;jiSji; for fAFYY : ð13Þ
This process is reminiscent of ﬁnding a generalized inverse of a matrix.
Denote the adjoint operator of an operator A by An: The following condition will
ensure that dom R ¼ FYY and dom Rn ¼ FYY ; where dom refers to the domain on
which these operators are deﬁned.
Condition 4.1. For FXX and FYY deﬁned as above, let
RXY R
1=2
YY ðFYY ÞDFXX ; RYX R1=2XX ðFXX ÞDFYY :
In order to ﬁnd sufﬁcient assumptions on processes X and Y which imply that
Condition 4.1 holds, we will use the Karhunen–Loe`ve representations of square
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integrable processes given by
X ðtÞ ¼ mX ðtÞ þ
XN
i¼1
xiyiðtÞ; tAT1 and YðsÞ ¼ mY ðsÞ þ
XN
i¼1
zijiðsÞ; sAT2:
ð14Þ
Here, the xi are uncorrelated r.v.’s with Exi ¼ 0; Ex2i ¼ lXi; and the zi are
uncorrelated r.v.’s with Ezi ¼ 0; Ez2i ¼ lYi; such that SilXioN; SilYioN: The
functions fyi; i ¼ 1; 2;yg and fji; i ¼ 1; 2;yg are eigenfunctions of the
covariance operators RXX and RYY ; and as such are orthonormal.
Proposition 4.2. Let X and Y be L2-processes with Karhunen–Loe`ve expansions as
given by (14). Then Condition 4.1 holds if
XN
i;j¼1
ðE½x2i E½z2j Þ1ðE½xizjÞ2oN; i:e:;
XN
i;j¼1
Corr2ðxi; zjÞoN: ð15Þ
We note that these are sufﬁcient conditions, but are not necessary.
Let
R0 ¼ RnR;
and l1Xl2X?40 be the (positive) eigenvalues of R0 with corresponding
orthonormal eigenfunctions q1; q2;y; where qiAFYY : Deﬁne
pi ¼ Rqi=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
; i ¼ 1; 2;y : ð16Þ
It is well known that canonical correlations and weight functions are obtained in
the ﬁnite-dimensional case by
ri ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
; ui ¼ R1=2XX pi and vi ¼ R1=2YY qi; for iX1: ð17Þ
However, in the inﬁnite-dimensional case, the weight functions are not well deﬁned
in L2 whenever pieFXX or qieFYY : The following examples illustrate this problem.
We use here and in the following the tensor notation, where an operator
y#j : H-H is given by
ðy#jÞðhÞ ¼ /h; ySj; for hAH: ð18Þ
Example 4.3. Consider the case where X and Y have the same eigenfunctions in their
Karhunen–Loe`ve expansions, and suppose that coefﬁcients of different indices are
uncorrelated (this example was suggested by a referee). In this case,
RXX ¼
XN
i¼1
lXiyi#yi; RYY ¼
XN
i¼1
lYiyi#yi; RXY ¼
XN
i¼1
EðxiziÞyi#yi
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and
R ¼ R1=2XX RXY R1=2YY ¼
XN
i¼1
EðxiziÞ
ðEx2i Ez2i Þ1=2
yi#yi:
In order for R to be a well-deﬁned Hilbert–Schmidt operator, we requireXN
i¼1
Corr2ðxi; ziÞoN;
i.e., (15) is required already for the existence of the operator R and well-deﬁned
canonical correlations ri ¼ Corrðxi; ziÞ: If (15) is not satisﬁed, then R is an
unbounded operator and the canonical correlation are not all well deﬁned. If (15) is
satisﬁed and R is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator, and if in addition, (21) below is also
satisﬁed, then the canonical weight functions will be ui ¼ l1=2Xi yi; vi ¼ l1=2Yi yi: That
these are well deﬁned will be ensured by Theorem 4.8.
Example 4.4. Assume processes X and Y have Karhunen–Loe`ve expansions (14)
where the random variables xi; zj satisfy
lXi ¼ E½x2i  ¼
1
i2
; lYj ¼ E½z2j  ¼
1
j2
; ð19Þ
and let
E½xizj ¼
1
ði þ 1Þ2ðj þ 1Þ2; for i; jX1: ð20Þ
We show in Section 6 that Eqs. (19) and (20) can be satisﬁed by a pair of processes
with appropriate operators RXX ; RYY ; and RXY : Then
Corrðxi; zjÞ ¼
E½xizj ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E½x2i  E½z2j 
q ¼ ijði þ 1Þ2ðj þ 1Þ2; for i; jX1
with XN
i;j¼1
Corr2ðxi; zjÞ ¼
XN
i;j¼1
i2j2
ði þ 1Þ4ðj þ 1Þ4
¼
XN
i¼1
i2
ði þ 1Þ4
 !2
o
XN
i¼2
1
i2
 !2
¼ p
2
6
 1
 2
:
Deﬁning
c2 ¼
XN
i¼1
i2
ði þ 1Þ4; p ¼
1
c
XN
i¼1
i
ði þ 1Þ2 yi; and q ¼
1
c
XN
j¼1
j
ðj þ 1Þ2 jj;
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and observing jjpjj ¼ jjqjj ¼ 1; and c2o1;
R ¼
XN
i;j¼1
Corrðxi; zjÞyi#jj ¼
XN
i;j¼1
ij
ði þ 1Þ2ðj þ 1Þ2yi#jj
¼
XN
i¼1
i
ði þ 1Þ2 yi
 !
#
XN
j¼1
j
ðj þ 1Þ2 jj
 !
¼ c2p#q:
Since RnRp ¼ c4q#q; we have
l1 ¼ c4; r1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l1
p
¼ c2; p1 ¼ p; and q1 ¼ q:
However,
lim
n-N
Xn
i¼1
1
lXi
/p; yiS2 ¼ lim
n-N
Xn
i¼1
1
i2
1
c2
i2
ði þ 1Þ4
 !
¼N;
which means that p1eFXX ; i.e., u1 is not well deﬁned within L2:
The following condition is seen to guarantee the existence of well-deﬁned weight
functions.
Condition 4.5. Let X and Y be L2-processes which satisfy
ðaÞ
XN
i;j¼1
E2½xizj
l2XilYj
oN
and
ðbÞ
XN
i;j¼1
E2½xizj
lXil
2
Yj
oN: ð21Þ
The following example demonstrates that Condition 4.5 is not satisﬁed by the
processes X and Y of Example 4.3.
Example 4.6. Let X and Y be the processes deﬁned in Example 4.4. Then,
E2½xizj 
l2XilYj
¼ i
4j2
ði þ 1Þ4ðj þ 1Þ44
1
j2
; for i; jX1
and
E2½xizj 
lXil
2
Yj
¼ i
2j4
ði þ 1Þ4ðj þ 1Þ44
1
i2
; for i; jX1;
so that Condition 4.5 is not satisﬁed for these processes.
Example 4.7. Processes X˜; Y˜ which do satisfy Condition 4.5 are given via
lX˜i ¼ E½*x2i  ¼
1
i2
; lY˜j ¼ E½*z2j  ¼
1
j2
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and
E½*xi *zj ¼ 1ði þ 1Þ3ðj þ 1Þ3; for i; jX1:
One can show (Example 4.4), that such a pair of processes X˜; Y˜ exists. Then
E2½*xi *zj 
l2
X˜i
lY˜j
¼ i
4j2
ði þ 1Þ6ðj þ 1Þ6o
1
ði þ 1Þ2ðj þ 1Þ4
and
E2½*xi *zj 
lX˜il
2
Y˜j
¼ i
2j4
ði þ 1Þ6ðj þ 1Þ6o
1
ði þ 1Þ4ðj þ 1Þ2;
so that Condition 4.5 is satisﬁed.
Canonical correlations and weight functions exist under Condition 4.5, according
to the following central result.
Theorem 4.8. Assume that L2-processes X and Y satisfy Condition 4.5. Let ðli; qiÞ;
iX1 be the ith nonzero eigenvalue and eigenfunction of the operator R0 ¼ RnR; where
R ¼ R1=2XX RXY R1=2YY (see (10)). Defining pi ¼ Rqi=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
; the following holds:
(a) piAFXX and qiAFYY ; iX1;
(b) ri ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
; ui ¼ R1=2XX pi; and vi ¼ R1=2YY qi;
(c) CorrðUi; UjÞ ¼ /ui; RXX ujS ¼ /pi; pjS ¼ dij;
(d) CorrðVi; VjÞ ¼ /vi; RYY vjS ¼ /qi; qjS ¼ dij ;
(e) CorrðUi; VjÞ ¼ /ui; RXY vjS ¼ /pi; RqjS ¼ ridij :
According to Theorem 4.8, the usual properties of canonical correlations and
canonical weights known from multivariate analysis (see (17)) extend to functional
canonical analysis for L2-processes, if Condition 4.5 is satisﬁed.
5. Canonical decomposition for pairs of random processes
Functional principal components analysis is based on the expansion of an L2-
process in terms of the eigenfunctions of its covariance operator, according to the
Karhunen–Loe`ve Theorem, extending principal components in multivariate analysis
to function space. A similar extension of the ﬁnite-dimensional case to the case of
L2-processes was considered by Leurgans et al. [10, Section 4.3], motivated by
expanding ðX ; Y Þ as ðSiUiui;SiViviÞ; in terms of the canonical weight functions ui; vi:
According to Theorem 5.1 below, an expansion of this type cannot be expected to
converge in L2:
An expansion of pairs of processes in terms of canonical weight functions is
desirable, as it provides a natural approximation and description of pairs of square
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integrable processes. We discuss here the feasibility of this expansion for the
functional case.
Since R
1=2
XX ui ¼ pi; R1=2YY vi ¼ qi; we have
RXXSUiui ¼ RXXS/R1=2XX pi; XSR1=2XX pi ¼ RXXS/pi; R1=2XX XSpi ¼ X ; ð22Þ
and RYYSVivi ¼ Y for the ﬁnite-dimensional case. This heuristic leads to the
following extension for the inﬁnite-dimensional case:
Theorem 5.1 (Canonical decomposition). Let fðri; ui; vi; Ui; ViÞ; iX1g be the
canonical components of X and Y with uiAL2ðT1Þ and viAL2ðT2Þ for all i; and
pi; qi defined as in (16). For kX1; define projections Pk ¼ Pspanfp1;y;pkg and
Qk ¼ Pspanfq1;y;qkg; where spanfp1;y; pkg and spanfq1;y; qkg are the closed
linear spaces generated by fp1;y; pkg and fq1;y; qkg: Define %FXX ; %FYY to be the
closures of subspaces FXX ; FYY (see (11)) and P %FXX ; P %FYY to be the projection operators
to the subspaces. Then
(a) X ¼ Xc;k þ X>c;k; Y ¼ Yc;k þ Y>c;k where
Xc;k ¼ R1=2XX PkR1=2XX X ¼
Xk
i¼1
UiRXX ui and X
>
c;k ¼ ðP %FXX  R
1=2
XX PkR
1=2
XX ÞX ;
Yc;k ¼ R1=2YY QkR1=2YY Y ¼
Xk
i¼1
ViRYY vi and Y
>
c;k ¼ ðP %FYY  R1=2YY QkR1=2YY ÞY :
(b) ðXc;k; Yc;kÞ and ðX ; YÞ share the same first k canonical components.
(c) The jth canonical components of ðX>c;k; Y>c;kÞ are the same as the ðj þ kÞth
canonical components of ðX ; YÞ; jX1:
(d) ðXc;k; Yc;kÞ and ðX>c;k; Y>c;kÞ are uncorrelated, that is,
CorrðXc;k; X>c;kÞ ¼ 0; CorrðYc;k; Y>c;kÞ ¼ 0; CorrðXc;k; Y>c;kÞ ¼ 0;
CorrðYc;k; X>c;kÞ ¼ 0:
(e) If k-N; and PN ¼ Pspanfpi : iX1g; then
X ¼ Xc;N þ X>c;N ¼
XN
i¼1
UiRXX ui þ ðP %FXX  R
1=2
XX PNR
1=2
XX ÞX ;
Y ¼ Yc;N þ Y>c;N ¼
XN
i¼1
ViRYY vi þ ðP %FYY  R
1=2
YY QNR
1=2
YY ÞY :
Further, ðXc;N; Xc;NÞ and ðX ; Y Þ share the same canonical components,
CorrðX>c;N; Y>c;NÞ ¼ 0; and ðXc;N; Yc;NÞ and ðX>c;N; Y>c;NÞ are uncorrelated.
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(f) If spanfpi; iX1g ¼ %FXX and spanfqi; iX1g ¼ %FYY ; then X ¼ Xc;N and
Y ¼ Yc;N:
The proof is in Section 6.
The canonical decomposition introduced in Theorem 5.1 may be applied to derive
estimation procedures for functional data analysis of pairs of curve data by
approximating pairs of processes with a few signiﬁcant canonical components,
similar to approximating random vectors or random functions through a few
principal components. The proposed canonical decomposition may also be useful in
functional linear model settings. Such applications are described in [8].
We conclude this section with two examples of applications of this canonical
decomposition. The ﬁrst example concerns the construction of bivariate processes
with prescribed canonical components. Such constructions are useful for the study of
functional canonical correlation and dependence between stochastic processes, and
especially for Monte Carlo simulations.
Example 5.2. Let fpigCL2ðT1Þ; fqigCL2ðT2Þ be two given orthonormal systems.
Assume fUig and fVig are two sets of independent random variables, such that
EUi ¼ 0; EU2i ¼ 1; EVi ¼ 0; and EV 2i ¼ 1; for iX1
and
EUiVj ¼ ridij ; for i; jX1; where
X
i
r2ioN:
Further, let fl1ig and fl2ig be two positive and decreasing sequences such that
Sil1ioN and Sil2ioN: We now obtain random processes X and Y which have the
given canonical components ðri; Ui; ViÞ; for iX1; as well as covariance operators
R11 ¼ Sil1ipi#pi and R22 ¼ Sil2iqi#qi; by setting
X ¼
X
i
Ui
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l1i
p
pi; Y ¼
X
i
Vi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l2i
p
qi: ð23Þ
In order to verify this, observe
rXX ðs; tÞ ¼ E½XðsÞXðtÞ ¼
X
i;j
E½UiUj 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l1il1j
p
piðsÞpjðtÞ ¼
X
i
l1ipiðsÞpiðtÞ;
and conclude that RXX ¼ R11: Similarly, RYY ¼ R22: Furthermore,
rXY ðs; tÞ ¼ E½XðsÞYðtÞ ¼
X
i
ri
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l1il2i
p
piðsÞqiðtÞ;
leading to
RXY ¼ R1=2XX
X
i
riðpi#qiÞ
" #
R
1=2
YY ¼ R1=2XX RR1=2YY ;
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where
R ¼
X
i
riðpi#qiÞ:
This shows that processes (23) have the required properties. Obviously, piAH1 and
qiAH2; iX1; and thus the canonical weight functions are
ui ¼ R1=21 pi ¼ pi=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l1i
p
; vi ¼ R1=22 qi ¼ qi=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l2i
p
:
Hence, comparing (23) and Theorem 4.1(e), we have
Xc;N ¼ X and Yc;N ¼ Y :
Finally, we note that expansion (23) coincides with Karhunen–Loe`ve expansions (14)
for processes X ; Y with xi ¼ Ui
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l1i
p
; and zi ¼ Vi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l2i
p
; for the case where pi; qi are the
eigenfunctions of X ; Y ; respectively.
Next, we consider processes with ﬁnite basis expansions. This illustrates the ﬁnite-
dimensional special case of the general result.
Example 5.3 (Canonical decomposition for processes with ﬁnite base functions). Let
X and Y be a pair of random processes which have a representation (14) with ﬁnitely
many basis functions. Then the canonical decomposition for X and Y is equivalent
to the canonical decomposition for the corresponding vectors of random coefﬁcients
through
XðtÞ ¼ Xc;kðtÞ þ X>c;kðtÞ ¼ nTc;khðtÞ þ n>Tc;k hðtÞ;
YðtÞ ¼ Yc;kðtÞ þ Y>c;kðtÞ ¼ fTc;kuðtÞ þ f>Tc;k uðtÞ;
for 1pkpminðk1; k2Þ: Here
n ¼ nc;k þ n>c;k and f ¼ fc;k þ f>c;k
are the canonical decompositions for n and f: Letting R11 ¼ Covðxc;kÞ; R22 ¼
Covðzc;kÞ and denoting the canonical components of the random vectors ðxc;k; zc;kÞ
by ðri; ui; viÞ; i ¼ 1;y; k; the corresponding approximations for X ; Y become
Xc;kðtÞ ¼
Xk
i¼1
ðuTi nÞðuTi R11hÞðtÞ and Yc;kðtÞ ¼
Xk
i¼1
ðvTi fÞðvTi R11uÞðtÞ:
6. Auxiliary results and proofs
We ﬁrst establish several auxiliary results that will be needed for the proofs in this
section. The deﬁnition and properties of Hilbert–Schmidt operators are included in
the appendix.
Proposition 6.1. If processes X and Y satisfy (15), then there exists a Hilbert–Schmidt
operator A : L2ðT2Þ-L2ðT1Þ such that AjFYY ¼ R and AnjFXX ¼ Rn:
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Proof. Deﬁne an operator by the inﬁnite matrix ðrijÞi;jX1 on the closed subspaces
spanfyig and spanfjig; with
rij ¼
E½xizjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E½x2i E½z2j 
q ; for i; jX1: ð24Þ
Inequality (15) implies that A is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator from the closed
subspace spanfyi : iX1gCL2ðT1Þ into L2ðT2Þ: We extend domðAÞ to L2ðT1Þ such
that Ajspanfyi ; iX1g> ¼ 0; thus ensuring that the extended operator A is a Hilbert–
Schmidt operator on L2ðT1Þ: The proof for An is similar. &
Proposition 6.2. (a) Let Xn and Yn be versions of processes X and Y which are
truncated at the nth component, that is
XnðsÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
xiyiðsÞ; sAT1 and YnðsÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
zijiðsÞ; sAT2; ð25Þ
and let Rn ¼ ðrijÞi;j¼1;y;n; be the cross-correlation matrix for Xn and Yn: If
limn-N
Pn
i;j¼1 r
2
ijoN; then Rn-R; with respect to the linear operator norm, where
R is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator.
(b) A process X has a finite basis expansion if X ¼ Xn (25) for some n. If X or Y have
finite basis expansions, then R is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator.
(c) If (15) holds, then Rn; RRn; RnR are Hilbert–Schmidt operators.
Proof. Conditions (a)–(c) can be veriﬁed by checking inequality (15) of Proposition
4.2. &
Proposition 6.3. Assume inequality (15) holds.
(a) Let fðli; qiÞ; iX1g; be the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the operator R0 ¼
RnR: Then fðli; piÞ; iX1g; defined by (16), is the set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
for the operator RRn and is an orthonormal system in %FXX :
(b) Let ri ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
; then Rqi ¼ ripi; and Rnpi ¼ riqi:
Proof. (a)
RRnðpiÞ ¼RRnðð1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
ÞRqiÞ ¼ ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
ÞRðR0qiÞ
¼ ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
ÞRðliqiÞ ¼ lið1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
RqiÞ ¼ lipi:
Therefore for any ðli; qiÞ; there exists a corresponding eigenvalue and eigenfunction
ðli; piÞ of RRn; and vice versa. The fpig are orthonormal, as
/pi; pjS ¼/ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
li
p
ÞRqi; ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lj
p ÞRqjS ¼ ð1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃliljp Þ/RnRqi; qjS
¼ð1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃliljp Þ/liqi; qjS ¼ ð1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃliljp Þlidij ¼ dij :
(b) Rnpi ¼ RnðRqi=riÞ ¼ ðr2i =riÞqi ¼ riqi and Rqi ¼ RðRnpi=riÞ ¼ r2i pi=ri ¼
ripi: &
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Proposition 6.4 (Spectral decomposition of R). Let R ¼ R1=2XX RXY R1=2YY be the
correlation operators for X and Y which satisfy inequality (15), and let ri; pi; and qi be
the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of RnR; and RRn; respectively. Then the integral
kernel of R (see (A.1) in the appendix) can be decomposed as
KERðRÞðs; tÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
ripiðsÞqiðtÞ:
Proof. From Proposition 6.1, R ¼ R1=2XX RXY R1=2YY : FYY-FXX is a Hilbert–Schmidt
operator, and therefore has an L2 integral kernel. Deﬁning an integral operator
A : FYY-FXX ; with integral kernel KERðAÞ ¼
PN
i¼1 ripiðsÞqiðtÞ; we show that A ¼
R: First, for any vAspanfqi; iX1g>;
ðAvÞðsÞ ¼
Z
KERðAÞðs; tÞvðtÞ dt ¼
XN
i¼1
ripiðsÞ
Z
qiðtÞvðtÞ dt ¼ 0:
Furthermore,
jjRvjj2 ¼/Rv; RvS ¼ /v; RnRvS
¼/v; R0vS ¼ v;
XN
i¼1
liPiv
* +
;
where R0 is a compact self-adjoint operator with spectral decomposition R0 ¼
SiliPi: Here Pi is the projection operator from FYY to the eigenspace deﬁned by
spanfeigenfunctions corresponding to lig: Thus, Piv ¼ 0; iX1: This implies Rv ¼ 0:
Next, for any jX1;
ðAqjÞðsÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
ripiðsÞ
Z
qiðtÞqjðtÞ dm2 ¼ rjpjðsÞ ¼ ðRqjÞðsÞ:
This shows that for vAspanfqi; iX1g; one has Av ¼ Rv; which concludes the
proof. &
Proposition 6.5. Assume L2-processes X and Y satisfy Condition 4.5. Then piAFXX
and qiAFYY ; for iX1:
Proof. Write
R ¼
XN
i;j¼1
rijyi#jj;
where rij ¼
PN
i;j¼1 E½xizjðlXilYjÞ1=2; for i; jX1: Since Condition 4.5 implies (15), R
is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator and can be written as
R ¼
XN
i¼1
ripi#qi;
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where ðr2i ; piÞ and ðr2i ; qiÞ are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of RRn and RnR;
respectively [3]. Then, for any ﬁxed kX1;
Rqk ¼ rkpk ¼
XN
i;j¼1
rij/qk;jjSyi:
From the deﬁnition of FXX ;
pkAFXX iff
XN
i¼1
l1Xi
XN
j¼1
rij/qk;jjS
 !2
oN:
The right-hand side is true because
XN
i¼1
l1Xi
XN
j¼1
rij/qk;jjS
 !2
¼
XN
i¼1
l2Xi
XN
j¼1
l1=2Yj E½xizj/qk;jjS
 !2
p
XN
i¼1
l2Xi
XN
j¼1
l1Yj E
2½xizj
XN
j¼1
/qk;jjS
2
 !
oN:
The Cauchy inequality and the equality Sj/qk;jjS
2 ¼ 1 are used in the derivations
of the last two inequalities. By using Condition 4.5(a), we show pkAFXX : Similarly
we prove qkAFYY when Condition 4.5(b) is satisﬁed. &
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The covariance function for X is
rXX ðs; tÞ ¼ E½XðsÞXðtÞ ¼ hT ðsÞE½nnT hðtÞ ¼ hTðsÞR11hðtÞ:
Similarly, we have rYY ðs; tÞ ¼ uTðsÞR22uðtÞ; and rXY ðs; tÞ ¼ hTðsÞR12uðtÞ: Because
the covariance matrices R11 and R22 for the random coefﬁcient vectors are ﬁnite
dimensional, we may assume, without loss of generality, that they are full rank
matrices. Any given uAL2ðT1Þ can be written as the sum of two components, with
u0Aspan fy1;y; yk1g; and u1Aspan fy1;y; yk1g>; such that
uðtÞ ¼ u0ðtÞ þ u1ðtÞ ¼ uThðtÞ þ u1ðtÞ; where uARk1 :
Then,
/u; XS ¼/u0 þ u1; nThS ¼ /uTh; nThS
¼ uT/h; hTSn ¼ uT Ik1n ¼ uTn;
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where Ik1 is the k1  k1 identity matrix. Similarly for any given vAL2ðT2Þ;
/v; YS ¼ vTf; where vARk2 : Hence,
E½/u; XS ¼ uT E½n ¼ 0;
E½/v; YS ¼ vT E½f ¼ 0;
Varð/u; XSÞ ¼ E½/u; XS2 ¼ uT E½nnT u ¼ uT R11u;
Varð/v; YSÞ ¼ E½/v; YS2 ¼ vT E½ffT v ¼ vT R22v;
Cov½/u; XS;/v; YS ¼ E½/u; XS/v; YS ¼ uT E½nfT v ¼ uT R12v:
Consider the ﬁrst canonical correlation for X and Y ;
r1 ¼ sup
uAL2ðT1Þ; vAL2ðT2Þ
Covð/u; XS;/v; YSÞ ¼: Covð/u1; XS;/v1; YSÞ;
subject to
Varð/u; XSÞ ¼ 1 and Varð/v; YSÞ ¼ 1:
This is seen to be equivalent to
r1 ¼ sup
uARk1 ; vARk2
uT R12v ¼: uT1 R12v1;
subject to
uT R11u ¼ 1; vT R22v ¼ 1:
This is exactly the deﬁnition of the ﬁrst canonical correlation between the random
vectors n and f: On the other hand, if we start with the ﬁrst canonical components
for n and f; given by ðr1; u1; v1Þ; we obtain the ﬁrst canonical components for X ðtÞ
and YðtÞ by
ðr1; u1ðtÞ; v1ðtÞÞ ¼ ðr1; uT1 hðtÞ; vT1 uðtÞÞ:
Similarly, we can extend this to the second canonical component, and so on. &
Proof of Proposition 4.2. To prove the ﬁrst inclusion, i.e., RXY R
1=2
YY ðFYY ÞDFXX ; we
note that E½x2i  ¼ lXi; and E½f2j  ¼ lYj : From (12) and (14),
R
1=2
YY v ¼
XN
i¼1
l1=2Yi /v;jiSji; for vAFYY
and
RXY R
1=2
YY u ¼
XN
i¼1
XN
j¼1
l1=2Yj E½nifj/v;jjS
 !
yi; for vAFYY :
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Thus if (15) holds, then
X
i
l1Xi
X
j
l1=2Yj E½xizj/u;jjS
 !2
p
X
i
l1Xi
X
j
l1Yj ðE½xizjÞ2j/u;jjSj2
 !
p
X
ij
l1Xi l
1
Yj ðE½xizjÞ2
X
j
j/u;jjSj2
¼
X
ij
Corr2ðxi; zjÞjjujj2oN:
The second inclusion follows similarly. &.
Proof for Example 4.3. Set
a2i ¼
1
i2
; ci ¼ 1ði þ 1Þ2; for i ¼ 1; 2;y;
and deﬁne the operators
R1 ¼
XN
i¼1
a2i yi#yi; R2 ¼
XN
i¼1
a2i ji#ji; and R3 ¼
XN
i;j¼1
cicjyi#jj:
The property that Sia2ioN implies that R1 and R2 are self-adjoint and positive-
deﬁnite operators, and the property that Sijc2i c
2
joN implies that R3 is a
Hilbert–Schmidt operator. By using (19), we show that R1 ¼ RXX ; R2 ¼ RYY : It
remains to show that R3 can be interpreted as a cross-covariance operator RXY : For
any nX1; deﬁne
Ak ¼ Diagða1;y; akÞ; Bnk ¼ ðcicjÞi¼1;y;n; j¼1;y;k ¼ CnCTk ; for k ¼ 1;y; n;
where C l ¼ ðc1;y; clÞT ; and
Mnk ¼
An Bnk
BTnk Ak
 !
¼ An CnC
T
k
CkC
T
n Ak
 !
; for k ¼ 1;y; n:
Then
Mnn ¼
An CnC
T
n
CnC
T
n An
 !
-MN ¼
R1 R3
Rn3 R2
 !
as n-N:
We want to show that, for nX1; Mnn is positive deﬁnite, so that MN is also positive
deﬁnite, and therefore deﬁnes a covariance operator for the pair of L2-processes X
and Y such that R3 ¼ RXY : It will sufﬁce to show that DetðMnkÞ40; for k ¼ 1;y; n:
As for any nX1;
Xn
i¼1
c2i
a2i
¼
Xn
i¼1
i2
ði þ 1Þ4o
XN
i¼1
1
ði þ 1Þ2 ¼
p2
6
 1o1;
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we ﬁnd indeed
DetðMnkÞ ¼DetðAnÞDetðAk  BTnkA1n BnkÞ
¼
Yn
i¼1
a2i
 !
DetðAk  CkCTn A1n CnCTk Þ
¼
Yn
i¼1
a2i
 !
Det Ak 
Xn
i¼1
c2i
a2i
 !
CkC
T
k
 !
¼
Yn
i¼1
a2i
 !
DetðAkÞDet 1
Xn
i¼1
c2i
a2i
 !
CTk A
1
k Ck
 !
¼
Yn
i¼1
a2i
 ! Yk
i¼1
a2i
 !
1
Xn
i¼1
c2i
a2i
 ! Xk
i¼1
c2i
a2i
 !" #
40: &
Proof of Theorem 4.8. Part (a) follows from Proposition 6.5. The proof for parts
(b)–(e) can be found in [7]. &
For the proof of Theorem 5.1, we need the following additional auxiliary results.
Lemma 6.6. Assume Condition 4.5 is satisfied. Then, for kX1;
(a) /u; Xc;kS ¼ /u; XS and /u; X>c;kS ¼ 0; if R1=2XX uAspanfpi; i ¼ 1;y; kg;
(b) /v; Yc;kS ¼ /v; YS and /v; Y>c;kS ¼ 0; if R1=2YY vAspanfqi; i ¼ 1;y; kg;
(c) /u; Xc;kS ¼ 0 and /u; X>c;kS ¼ /u; XS; if R1=2XX uAspanfpi; i ¼ 1;y; kg>;
(d) /v; Yc;kS ¼ 0 and /v; Y>c;kS ¼ /v; YS; if R1=2YY vAspanfqi; i ¼ 1;y; kg>:
Proof. We only prove (a) and (c).
(a) R
1=2
XX uAspanfpi; i ¼ 1;y; kg is equivalent to uAspanfui; i ¼ 1;y; kg; and,
for ipk;
/ui; Xc;kS ¼ R1=2XX pi;
Xk
j¼1
UjR
1=2
XX pj
* +
¼
Xk
j¼1
Uj/pi; pjS ¼ Ui ¼ /ui; XS;
/ui; X>c;kS ¼ /ui; X  Xc;kS ¼ /ui; XS/ui; Xc;kS ¼ 0:
(c) Let R
1=2
XX uAspanfp1;y; pkg>: Then
/u; Xc;kS ¼ u;
Xk
1
UjRXX uj
* +
¼
Xk
1
Uj/R
1=2
XX u; R
1=2
XX ujS ¼
Xk
1
Uj/R
1=2
XX u; pjS ¼ 0;
/ui; X>c;kS ¼ /ui; X  Xc;kS ¼ /ui; XS/ui; Xc;kS ¼ /ui; XS: &
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Lemma 6.7. For 1pipk; uAF1XX ; vAF1YY ;
R
1=2
XX uAspanfp1;y; pkg> iff /u; XS and /ui; XS are uncorrelated; and;
R
1=2
YY vAspanfq1;y; qkg> iff /v; YS and /vi; YS are uncorrelated:
Proof. Consequence of
Corrð/u; XS;/ui; XSÞ ¼E½/u; XS/ui; XS ¼ /u; RXX uiS
¼/R1=2XX u; R1=2XX uiS ¼ /R1=2XX u; piS: &
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (a) Note that for iX1; fAFXX ;
ðpi#piÞR1=2XX ðf Þ ¼/pi; R1=2XX ðf ÞSpi ¼ /R1=2XX ðpiÞ; fSpi
¼R1=2XX ðpiÞ#piðf Þ ¼ ui#piðf Þ;
that is, ðpi#piÞR1=2XX ¼ ui#pi on FXX : Hence,
PkR
1=2
XX ¼
Xk
i¼1
ðpi#piÞR1=2XX ¼
Xk
i¼1
ui#pi on FXX :
Since uiAL2ðT1Þ; iX1; the operator
Pk
i¼1 ui#pi has the L2 kernel
Pk
i¼1 piðsÞuiðtÞ;
and therefore is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator on L2ðT1Þ: As
sup
fAFXX
jjPkR1=2XX f jj ¼ sup
fAFXX
Xk
i¼1
ðui#piÞf



p
Xk
i¼1
ui#pi



jjf jj;
PkR
1=2
XX can be extended to a bounded operator on FXX ; and further to a
Hilbert–Schmidt operator on L2ðT1Þ: Now
PkR
1=2
XX X ¼
Xk
i¼1
/ui; XSpi ¼
Xk
i¼1
UiR
1=2
XX ui;
and this implies
Xc;k ¼ R1=2XX PkR1=2XX X ¼
Xk
i¼1
UiRXX ui; X
>
c;k ¼ X  Xc;k:
(b) For u˜A %FXX ; write u˜ ¼ PkR1=2XX u˜ þ ðP %FXX  PkR
1=2
XX Þu˜ ¼ u˜1 þ u˜2; with u˜1A
spanfp1;y; pkg; u˜2Aspanfp1;y; pkg>: Similarly, for *vA %FYY ; write *v ¼ *v1 þ *v2:
From Lemma 6.6,
/u˜; Xc;kS ¼ /u˜1; Xc;kS ¼ /u˜1; XS; and / *v; Yc;kS ¼ /*v1; Yc;kS ¼ / *v1; YS
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and
sup
u˜AL2ðT1Þ; *vAL2ðT2Þ
Covð/u˜; Xc;kS;/ *v; Yc;kSÞ
¼ sup
u˜1Aspanfu1;y;ukg;*v1Aspanfv1;y;vkg
Covð/u˜1; XS;/ *v1; YSÞ
p sup
u˜AL2ðT1Þ;*vAL2ðT2Þ
Covð/u˜; XS;/ *v; YSÞ: ð26Þ
For i ¼ 1;y; k;
/ui; Xc;kS ¼
Xk
j¼1
Uj/ui; RXX ujS ¼
Xk
j¼1
Ujdij ¼ Ui; /vi; Yc;kS ¼ Vi;
and
Covð/ui; Xc;kS;/vi; Yc;kSÞ ¼ E½UiVi ¼ ri ¼ sup
u˜AL2ðT1Þ; *vAL2ðT2Þ
Covð/u˜; XS;/*v; YSÞ:
This implies
Varð/ui; Xc;kSÞ ¼ 1 and Varð/vi; Yc;kSÞ ¼ 1;
and for i41; j ¼ 1;y; i  1;
Covð/ui; Xc;kS;/uj ; Xc;kSÞ ¼ 0 and Covð/vi; Yc;kS;/vj ; Yc;kSÞ ¼ 0:
Hence, ðri; ui; viÞ; i ¼ 1;y; k; are the ith canonical correlation and weight functions
for Xc;k and Yc;k; and are identical to those for X and Y :
(c) From Lemma 6.6, for u˜A %FXX ; and *vA %FYY ; let u˜ ¼ u˜1 þ u˜2 and *v ¼ *v1 þ *v2 as in
the above. Then
/u˜; X>c;kS ¼ /u˜2; X>c;kS ¼ /u˜2; XS; which is uncorrelated with Ui; i ¼ 1;y; k;
/*v; Y>c;kS ¼ /*v2; Y>c;kS ¼ /*v2; YS; which is uncorrelated with Vi; i ¼ 1;y; k:
From constraint (4) and the facts that u˜2 is uncorrelated with spanfu1;y; ukg; and *v2
is uncorrelated with spanfv1;y; vkg; we have
Can CorrðX>c;k; Y>c;kÞipCan CorrðX ; Y Þiþk; for iX1:
On the other hand, we have that fðuiþk; viþkÞ : iX1g satisfy constraints (2) and (4) for
ðX>c;k; Y>c;kÞ; so that
Can CorrðX>c;k; Y>c;kÞi ¼Covð/uiþk; X>c;kS;/viþk; Y>c;kSÞ
¼ riþk ¼ Can CorrðX ; YÞiþk:
Using a similar argument as for the proof of (b), we have that
fðriþk; uiþk; viþkÞ : iX1g; the ði þ kÞth canonical correlation and weight functions
for X and Y ; are the ith canonical correlation and weight functions for Xc;k
and Yc;k:
(d) We only provide the proof of the third equality, since the proofs of the other
equalities are similar. For u˜A %FXX ; and *vA %FYY ; let u˜ ¼ u˜1 þ u˜2 and *v ¼ *v1 þ *v2 as in
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the proof for (b). Then,
/u˜; Xc;kS ¼ /u˜1; XS; /*v; Y>c;kS ¼ / *v2; YS
and
Covð/u˜; Xc;kS;/ *v; Y>c;kSÞ ¼ E½/u˜1; XS/*v2; YS ¼ /p˜1; Rq˜2S;
where p˜1 ¼ R1=2XX u˜1Aspanfp1;y; pkg and q˜2 ¼ ðI %FYY  R
1=2
YY Þ*v2Aspanfq1;y; qkg>:
From Proposition 6.3(b), Rq˜2Aspanfp1;y; pkg>; and /p˜1; Rq˜2S ¼ 0:
(e) From (a),
Xc;k ¼
Xk
i¼1
UiR
1=2
XX pi; for kX1:
Now the fact that
Xk
i¼1
EjjUiR1=2XX pijj2 ¼
Xk
i¼1
E½U2i jjR1=2XX pijj2 ¼
Xk
i¼1
/pi; R
1=2
XX piS
and
/pi; RXX piS ¼
XN
j¼1
lXj/pi; yjS2
imply for all kX1;
Xk
i¼1
EjjUiR1=2XX pijj2 ¼
Xk
i¼1
XN
j¼1
lXj/pi; yjS2 ¼
XN
j¼1
lXj
Xk
i¼1
/pi; yjS2
 !
¼
XN
j¼1
lXj jjPkyjjj2p
XN
j¼1
lXj jjyj jj2 ¼
XN
j¼1
lXjoN:
Hence,
Xc;k ¼ R1=2XX PkR1=2XX -R1=2XX PNR1=2XX X ¼ Xc;N ¼
XN
i¼1
UiRXX ui as k-N;
where the convergence is in the mean squared norm Ejj  jj2L2 : This implies (e).
(f) If spanfpi : iX1g ¼ %FXX ; then PN ¼ P %FXX ; and X>c;N ¼ 0: &
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Appendix
We compile here some facts from functional analysis, which are listed without
proof. Details can be found in texts such as Conway [3] or Dunford and Schwartz [5].
We use the tensor product notation (18) throughout. Let H1; H2 be Hilbert spaces.
We denote the set of bounded linear operators A : H1-H2 by BðH1; H2Þ:
A linear operator is compact if the set fAh j hAH1; jjhjj ¼ 1g has a compact closure
in H2: The kernel of a linear operator A is deﬁned as KerðAÞ ¼ fhAH1jAh ¼ 0g: A
compact self-adjoint operator can be expressed as
A ¼
X
i
miei#ei;
for a sequence of fmig of real numbers and an orthonormal basis feig of kerðAÞ>:
For an operator A : L2-L2; and a subspace HCL2; denote by AjH the restriction to
subspace H:
For kAL2ðT1  T2Þ; the integral operator A : L2ðT1Þ-L2ðT2Þ deﬁned by
ðAf ÞðtÞ ¼
Z
T1
kðs; tÞf ðsÞ ds; fAL2ðT1Þ
is a compact operator. We deﬁne the integral kernel of A as KERðAÞðs; tÞ ¼ kðs; tÞ:
The covariance operator RXX (7) is a compact self-adjoint nonnegative operator,
since KERðRXX Þðs; tÞ ¼ KERðRXX Þðt; sÞ:
A bounded linear operator is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator if there exists an
orthonormal basis feig of H1 such that SijjAeijj2oN: Properties of Hilbert–Schmidt
operators are as follows:
If M1 and M2 are measurable subsets of R
p and Rq; respectively, the operator
AABðL2ðM1Þ; L2ðM2ÞÞ is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator if and only if there exists a
kAL2ðM1  M2Þ such that
ðAf ÞðsÞ ¼
Z
M1
kðs; tÞf ðtÞ dt; for fAL2ðM1Þ; ðA:1Þ
i.e., A is an integral operator. Every Hilbert–Schmidt operator is compact. An
operator AABðH1; H2Þ is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator if and only if the adjoint
operator An of A is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator.
Let fei : iX1g and fe0i : iX1g be orthonormal bases for Hilbert spaces H1 and H2;
respectively, and let ðaijÞi;jX1 be an (inﬁnite) matrix with aijAR: We deﬁne an
operator AHS : H1-H2 by
AHSh ¼
XN
i¼1
XN
j¼1
aij/ej; hS
 !
ei;
for hAfuAH1 : limi-N
PN
j¼1 aij/ej; uS exists, and
PN
i¼1 j
PN
j¼1 aij/ej; uSj2oNg:
This is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator, if
PN
i;j¼1 jaij j2 ¼ C2oN:
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